
85%
of all positive pregnancy
test clients were at-risk

for abortion.

72%
of these abortion-

minded/vulnerable
women chose life.

 increase in the number of abortion-minded clients who have come into
our centers in the past 12 months. Because of this increase of abortion-
determined clients, it is important to really be in prayer for the clients

and those ministering to the clients. 

Because of FCWS’s targeted client marketing to
the abortion-minded woman, we have seen a

200%

In the Past 12 Months...

life decisions have been made by
abortion-minded/abortion-vulnerable

women! In 2020, there were 807 babies
saved, so FCWS has increased babies

saved this year by 180 babies!

987
FCWS performed 950 ultrasounds

on unique, unduplicated clients. The
ultrasound still proves true to

increase the likelihood of a life
decision!

950

FCWS had 1,792 spiritual
discussions with clients,

resulting in...

1,792
new faith

decisions for
Christ!

58



FCWS has over 1,600 people
registered for our pray text

intercessor group. 

1,600

For at-risk clients who received
an ultrasound when the father of

the baby was present, clients
chose life 86% of the time, which

demonstrates the profound
influence of both an ultrasound

with significant relational
support. [3]

18% 86%
In 2020, among abortion-
minded clients, there was

an 18 percentage-point
increase in life decisions

when receiving an
ultrasound.

Prayer Texting Outcomes:

After one year of Prayer Texting the Babies saved went up 30% and after two
years it went up 100% from when we started the prayer texting. This was with no
other factors being at play, for example, during this period of time no new centers

were opened. The only thing different was the addition of the prayer texting. 

ULTRASOUND SERVICES IMPACT

(National Averages from Care Net)



Current Climate of Abortion in

Our Area & FCWS Response:

For the entire state of Florida in 2020, 75% of all abortions were completed
at six weeks or less [1], too soon to see much on an ultrasound. Additionally,
56% of Florida abortions were done by the abortion pill RU-486 [2], which

is administered at 10 weeks or less. 44% of women who had abortions in
2020 had a previous abortion. Because of this trend of women finding out
earlier and earlier that they are pregnant and looking for a “quick fix,” we

have prayerfully considered our response, which is three-fold. 

3

We have increased our
targeted marketing towards
the abortion-minded client
so that we can minister life-
affirming counsel. Through
education and the power of
the Holy Spirit we pray to
end abortion in our lifetime
and make it unthinkable.

21 We have launched a telehealth
center on November 15th
where the women can speak to
an RN. Our research shows that
if a "compassionate medical
connection" is made early then
the woman will be more likely
to choose life. Additionally,
FCWS has 5 medical OBGYNs
who oversee the medical
aspects of this ministry.

The Lord has brought us a bank building to purchase and renovate near
UNF and FSCJ Southside so that we are the epicenter of our target age
group, 18-24. These college-aged women may be far from family and it is
important to be a life-affirming support system to these vulnerable women. 

[1]  https://ahca.myflorida.com
[2]  https://ahca.myflorida.com/mchq/central_services/training_support/docs/TrimesterByReason_2021.pdf
[3] 2020 US Care Net Statistical Report, pg. 12.



Text "4life, first name, last name,
and zip code 59769" to 59769
If successful, you will receive the
response: “Thnk u for joining FCWS  
text messaging prayer team.”
After joining, you will receive
prayer texts to pray for a client in
need as well as prayer results
when we receive them. (Please do
NOT reply to prayer texts)

1.

2.

3.

Join the Prayer Text Team

If you have any problems joining, please
call us at (904) 262-6300



Common Abbreviations 
Used in Prayer Texts

• Pray 4 = Pray For

• FOB = Father of Baby

• U/S = Ultrasound

• 2 = to

• Ab = Abortion

Note: Client confidentiality kept
by using two initials not their own.


